Announcements: MAC 1105 Wednesday, Dec. 5
Instructor: Dr. Kutter email: kutter@math.fsu.edu

1. Today in lecture – Review for Final Exam
2. **On-line Homework Quizzes:**
   - **HQ20B (REQUIRED)** – the 15 topics from Unit 2 which may be on the Final) three attempts allowed; due midnight Wed., Dec. 5.
   - **HQ20C (REQUIRED)** – the 15 topics from Unit 3 which may be on the Final) three attempts allowed; due midnight Thurs., Dec. 6.
   - **HQ20D (REQUIRED)** – the 12 topics from Unit 4 which may be on the Final) three attempts allowed; due midnight Fri., Dec. 7.
3. **On-line Practice Quizzes:**
   - **Practice Final Exam (all Units,scrambled order)** – contains the 54 topics from which 35 will be chosen for the Final Exam. The same topics in order presented: Practice Final Exam (Unit 4 only), Practice Final Exam (Unit 3 only), Practice Final Exam (Unit 2 only), Practice Final Exam (Unit 1)
   
   *The student syllabus recommends that you keep copies of some on-line practice questions to use for study in the event of network problems.*

4. The **Final Exam** will contain 35 topics chosen from the 54 topics on the “Practice for Final Exam”.
   - Bring pencils and your FSU ID to the exam.

5. **On-line Final Exam Registration** is closed.
   - You must **contact me in 115C MCH** to register or make changes to your registration time – your Final Exam grade will be penalized up to 20%. You will still be able to **check your reservation** online. Be sure you know the **day, time and location** of your reservation.

6. The **“check grades”** site will be updated this weekend to include the “bonus point boost”.

7. **My office hours during exam week (Dec. 10 – 14):**
   - Mon 8:00-9:30 am, 10:30-12:00 noon and 2:00-3:00 pm;
   - Tues 1-3 pm; Wed 1 – 2 pm.
   - **Help session in 101CAR on Friday, Dec. 7 at 2:15 pm.**
Announcements:  MAC 1105  Monday, Dec. 3  
Instructor:  Dr. Kutter  email: kutter@math.fsu.edu

1. Today in lecture – cover section 10.7 and 10.8
   Wednesday, Dec. 5 – Review for Final Exam – bring questions

2. **ReTest 3 will be given in recitation on Tuesday, December 4.**
   If you missed Test 3 on Nov. 27, you are required to take ReTest 3. If you missed Test 3 for a reason which is documented and excused, your Test 3 grade will be your ReTest 3 grade. Otherwise, a penalty of up to 20% will be subtracted from your ReTest 3 grade.  
   **If you take the Retest and improve your grade,** your grade for Test 3 will become the average of the two grades.
   **If you take the Retest and do worse than on Nov. 27,** your grade for Test 3 will be your first grade. So **you cannot lower your score for Test 3 by taking the Retest.**
   **ReTest 3 will contain the same topics as Test 3.**
   **Use the on-line practice and HQ19 to prepare for the retest.**

3. **On-line Practice Quizzes:**
   **Practice for Test 3 - order presented** - contains the 31 topics from which 27 will be chosen for Test 3 in the same order each time
   **Practice for Test 3 – random order** - contains the 31 topics from which 27 will be chosen for Test 3 in random order

   **Practice Final Exam (all Units,scrambled order)** – contains the 54 topics from which 35 will be chosen for the Final Exam. The same topics in order presented: **Practice Final Exam (Unit 4 only), Practice Final Exam (Unit 3 only)**, **Practice Final Exam (Unit 2 only)**, **Practice Final Exam (Unit 1)**
4. **On-line Homework Quizzes:**

- **HQ20A (REQUIRED)** – the 12 topics from Unit 1 which may be on the Final) three attempts allowed; due **midnight Tues., Dec. 4.**
- **HQ20B (REQUIRED)** – the 15 topics from Unit 2 which may be on the Final) three attempts allowed; due **midnight Wed., Dec. 5.**
- **HQ20C (REQUIRED)** – the 15 topics from Unit 3 which may be on the Final) three attempts allowed; due **midnight Thurs., Dec. 6.**
- **HQ20D (REQUIRED)** – the 12 topics from Unit 4 which may be on the Final) three attempts allowed; due **midnight Fri., Dec. 7.**

5. The “**check grades**” site was updated on Nov. 29 and will be updated again on Saturday, Dec. 8 to include the “bonus point boost”.

- If you have accumulated 80% of the total possible bonus points (sum of PRS points and bonus quiz points), then you will receive 100% of the help – three missed quizzes replaced with perfect scores (or an equivalent “boost” to quizzes you took, if you did not miss three quizzes.)  If you have accumulated fewer than 80% of the total possible bonus points, you will receive a boost which is proportional to the percentage of possible points which you did accumulate.

6. **On-line Final Exam Registration closes tomorrow, Dec. 4 at noon.**

- After that time, you will need to contact me to register or make changes to your registration time - your Final Exam grade will be penalized (up to) 20% for re-scheduling.

You should confirm that you have a reservation, and that it does not conflict with your other exams. (Click the “check your reservation” button on the registration program.)

**Help session in 101CAR on Friday, Dec. 7 at 2:15 pm.**
Announcements:  MAC 1105  Wednesday, Nov. 28
Instructor:  Dr. Kutter  email: kutter@math.fsu.edu

1.  Today in lecture – finish section 4.5, cover section 10.1
    Monday, Dec. 3  – cover section 10.7 and 10.8
    Wednesday, Dec. 5 – Review for Final Exam (last day of class)

2.  ReTest 3 will be given in recitation on Tuesday, December 4.
If you missed Test 3 on Nov. 27, you are required to take
ReTest 3.  If you missed Test 3 for a reason which is
documented and excused, your Test 3 grade will be your ReTest
3 grade.  Otherwise, a penalty of up to 20% will be subtracted
from your ReTest 3 grade.
If you take the Retest and improve your grade, your grade
for Test 3 will become the average of the two grades.
If you take the Retest and do worse than on Nov. 27, your grade
for Test 3 will be your first grade.  So you cannot lower your
score for Test 3 by taking the Retest.
If you are happy with your grade on Test 3, you do not need
to come to recitation on December 4.
ReTest 3 will contain the same topics as Test 3.
Use the on-line practice and HQ19 to prepare for the retest.

3.  On-line Practice Quizzes:
Practice for Test 3 - order presented - contains the 31 topics
from which 27 will be chosen for Test 3 in the same order each
time
Practice for Test 3 – random order - contains the 31 topics
from which 27 will be chosen for Test 3 in random order

Practice Final Exam (all Units,scrambled order) – contains
the 54 topics from which 35 will be chosen for the Final Exam.
The same topics in order presented:  Practice Final Exam (Unit
4 only),  Practice Final Exam (Unit 3 only),  Practice Final
Exam (Unit 2 only) , Practice Final Exam (Unit 1)
4. **On-line Homework Quizzes:**

   **BQ9 - optional** Contains topics from section 4.5. Take to help boost your quiz average. **Three** graded attempts allowed and **double bonus points**. Must be completed by **midnight Fri., Nov. 30.**

   **HQ19 - most missed topics**
   This homework quiz contains the 9 most-missed topics from Test 3. It is required for all students whose first attempt on Test 3 is less than 80%. For students with first attempts of 80% or better, I will match this grade on HQ19; you may still take **HQ19** if you want to improve your quiz grade. **THREE** graded attempts are allowed. This quiz must be completed and graded by midnight on **Sunday, Dec. 2.**

   **HQ20A** (REQUIRED – the 12 topics from Unit 1 which may be on the Final) three attempts allowed; due **midnight Tues., Dec. 4.**

   **HQ20B** (REQUIRED – the 15 topics from Unit 2 which may be on the Final) three attempts allowed; due **midnight Wed., Dec. 5.**

   **HQ20C** (REQUIRED – the 15 topics from Unit 3 which may be on the Final) three attempts allowed; due **midnight Thurs., Dec. 6.**

   **HQ20D** (REQUIRED – the 12 topics from Unit 4 which may be on the Final) three attempts allowed; due **midnight Fri., Dec. 7.**

5. The “check grades” site will be updated soon.

6. **On-line Final Exam Registration** has been extended **until noon on Tuesday, Dec. 4.**

   *After that time, you will need to contact me to register or make changes to your registration time - your Final Exam grade will be penalized (up to) 20% for re-scheduling.*

   You should confirm that you have a reservation, and that it does not conflict with your other exams. (Click the “check your reservation” button on the registration program.)
1. Today in lecture – Review for Test 3

2. **Test 3** covering sections 3.1-3.2,3.8, and 4.1-4.4 will be given in recitation on **tomorrow, Nov. 27**. Use “**Practice for Test 3**” to prepare. Test 3 will contain 27 of the 31 topics on this practice test. **Be on time or early** to recitation – **Test 3** will start immediately at the beginning or the recitation class period. Bring your **FSU ID card** and **sharpened pencils**.

   **Print off** some of the problems from the on-line practice so that you will be able to study even if you experience last minute difficulty accessing the on-line practice site. (**See the syllabus for more details.**)

3. **Register for the Final Exam** (if you have not already). If you have already registered, you may use the registration link to **confirm your reservation**, double checking that it does not conflict with your other exams, and making a note of the **time**, **day** and **location** of your reservation.

   You may change your exam time, without penalty, to any available time until noon on **Wednesday, Nov. 28**. **After on-line registration closes**, there will be a **penalty (no more than 20%)** on your Final Exam grade for rescheduling.

4. **The Final Exam will contain approximately 37-38 problems. A practice quiz which contains the topics from Units 1 and 2 which might be on the Final Exam is available.**

5. **My Office hours** – (in 115C MCH):

   **The Help Center** - in 110 MCH, open **M-R 2:00 – 7:00 PM.**
Announcements: MAC 1105 Monday, Nov. 19
Instructor: Dr. Kutter email: kutter@math.fsu.edu

1. Today in lecture – cover sec. 4.5 - **Double PRS pts**
   Wednesday (Nov. 21) – **No lecture class**
   Monday (Nov. 26) – Review for Test 3 – **Double PRS pts**

2. **Quiz in Recitation** (on sec. 4.3 and 4.4) on **Tues., Nov 20**.
   Use “**Practice for Recitation**” to prepare.
   *Please remember that there are no make-ups on recitation quizzes, and you must take your recitation quiz in your recitation class at the time scheduled for the section in which you are registered. I am not able to accommodate requests to quiz at an alternate time.*

3. **Test 3** covering sections 3.1-3.2,3.8, and 4.1-4.4 will be given in recitation on **Tuesday, Nov. 27** (the Tuesday after Thanksgiving – make careful travel plans).
   Use the homework quizzes and “**Practice for Test 3**” to prepare.
   Test 3 will contain **27** of the 31 topics on this practice test.
   **Be on time or early** to recitation – **Test 3** will start immediately at the beginning or the recitation class period. Bring your **FSU ID card** and **sharpened pencils**.
   *Print off some of the problems from the on-line practice so that you will be able to study even if you experience last minute difficulty accessing the on-line practice site. (See the syllabus for more details.)*

4. **On-line Required Quizzes** – THREE graded attempts allowed –
   **HWQuiz 16** - (Required – Practice Test 3 – part 1) 9 topics from sec. 3.1-3.2,3.8 - graded quiz was due yesterday – now available for practice only
   **HWQuiz 17** - (Required – Practice Test 3 – part 2) 10 topics from sections 4.1 and 4.2; due **midnight Mon., Nov. 19**
   **HWQuiz 18** - (Required – Practice for Test 3 – part 2) 12 topics from sections 4.3 and 4.4; due **midnight Sun. Nov. 25**
   **Do not wait until the last minute to take these quizzes.**
5. Register for the Final Exam (if you have not already). If you have already registered, you may use the registration link to confirm your reservation, double checking that it does not conflict with your other exams, and making a note of the time, day and location of your reservation. You may change your exam time, without penalty, to any available time until noon on Wednesday, Nov. 28. After on-line registration closes, there will be a penalty (no more than 20%) on your Final Exam grade for rescheduling.

6. The Final Exam will contain approximately 37-38 problems. A practice quiz which contains the topics from Units 1 and 2 which might be on the Final Exam is available.

7. If you have questions:

Video Clips – video clips which explain solutions to topics are available as a button on our blackboard class, or directly at:

http://www.math.fsu.edu/~blackw/MAC1105/Examples/
If you have problems viewing these clips, please try using FireFox - it is the recommended browser of User Services. There are lots of free browsers.

www.free-web-browsers.com
If you continue to have trouble, then see if the FSU Help Desk folks can assist you at 644-4357.

My Office hours (please note changes) – (in 115C MCH):
Next week: Monday 9:15-11:15 am, 5-6 pm; out of office on TW.
Nov. 26-30: MW 9:15-11:15am, T 9-10 am & 1-2 pm,
F 9:15 – 10:15 am

The Help Center - in 110 MCH, open M-R 2:00 – 7:00 PM.

Have a Happy Thanksgiving!
Announcements:  MAC 1105  Wednesday, Nov. 14
Instructor:  Dr. Kutter  email: kutter@math.fsu.edu

1. Today in lecture – cover section 4.4
   Monday (Nov. 19) – cover sec. 4.5 - Double PRS pts
   Wednesday (Nov. 21) – No lecture class
   Monday (Nov. 26) – Review for Test 3 – Double PRS pts

2. Quiz in Recitation (on sec. 4.3 and 4.4) on Tues., Nov 20.
   Use “Practice for Recitation” to prepare.

3. Test 3 will be given in recitation on Tuesday, Nov. 27 (the Tuesday after Thanksgiving – make careful travel plans).
   Use the homework quizzes and “Practice for Test 3” to prepare.
   Test 3 will contain 27 of the 31 topics on this practice test.

4. On-line Required Quizzes – THREE graded attempts allowed –
   HWQuiz 16- (Required – Practice Test 3 – part 1) 9 topics from sections 3.1,3.2 and 3.8; due midnight Sun. Nov. 18
   HWQuiz 17 -(Required – Practice Test 3 – part 2) 10 topics from sections 4.1 and 4.2; due midnight Mon., Nov. 19
   HWQuiz 18 -(Required – Practice for Test 3 – part 2) 12 topics from sections 4.3 and 4.4; due midnight Sun. Nov. 25
   Do not wait until the last minute to take these quizzes.

5. On-line optional Quiz BQ8 – optional  Take to help boost your quiz average.  Two graded attempts allowed.  Must be completed by midnight Fri., Nov. 15.

6. Register for the Final Exam (if you have not already).
   If you have already registered, you may use the registration link to check the time, day and location of your exam.
   You may change your exam time, without penalty, to any available time until noon on Wednesday, Nov. 28.
   After on-line registration closes, there will be a penalty (no more than 20%) on your Final Exam grade for rescheduling.
7. The Final Exam will contain approximately 37-38 problems. A practice quiz which contains the topics from Units 1 and 2 which might be on the Final Exam is available.

8. To ask questions:

**Video Clips** – video clips which explain solutions to topics are available as a button on our blackboard class, or directly at:

http://www.math.fsu.edu/~blackw/MAC1105/Examples/

*If you have problems viewing these clips, please try using FireFox - it is the recommended browser of User Services. There are lots of free browsers.*

www.free-web-browsers.com

*If you continue to have trouble, then see if the FSU Help Desk folks can assist you at 644-4357.*

**My Office hours** (please note changes) – (in 115C MCH):

Next week:  Monday 9:15-11:15 am, 5 -6 pm; out of office on TW.
Nov. 26-30: MW 9:15-11:15am, T 9-10 am & 1 -2 pm,
F 9:15 – 10:15 am

**The Help Center** - in 110 MCH, open  M-R 2:00 – 7:00 PM.
Announcements: MAC 1105 Wednesday, Nov. 7
Instructor: Dr. Kutter email: kutter@math.fsu.edu
1. Today in lecture – cover section 4.3
   No lecture class on Mon., Nov. 12 (school holiday–Veteran’s Day)
2. Quiz in Recitation (on sec. 4.2 and 4.3) on Tues., Nov. 13.
   Use “Practice for Recitation” to prepare.
3. On-line Homework Quiz:
   HWQuiz 15 - required -2 attempts allowed; due midnight Sun. 11/11
   BQ7 - optional Take to help boost your quiz average. Two graded
   attempts allowed. Must be completed by midnight Fri., Nov. 9.
4. Register for the Final Exam (if you have not already).
   After making a reservation, record the time, day and location of your MAC1105 exam.
   Be sure that you have chosen a time which does not conflict
   with your other exams. You may change your exam time,
   without penalty, to any available time until on-line registration
   closes (scheduled for noon on Wednesday, Nov. 28.) After
   that time, there will be a penalty (of no more than 20%)
   on your Final Exam grade for rescheduling.
5. The Final Exam will contain approximately 37-38 problems.
   A practice quiz which contains the topics from Units 1 and 2
   which might be on the Final Exam is available.
6. Upcoming dates: Thanksgiving Week
   Monday, Nov. 19 - Double PRS points in lecture
   Tuesday, Nov. 20 – Quiz in Recitation class
   Wednesday, Nov. 21 - Lecture class is cancelled
   Thursday and Friday, Nov. 22-23 – school holiday – no classes
   Monday, Nov. 26 - Double PRS points in lecture
   Tuesday, Nov. 27 - Test 3 in Recitation class

The Help Center is open - in 110 MCH, M-R 2:00 – 7:00 PM.
**Announcements:**

**MAC 1105**

Monday, Nov. 5

**Instructor:** Dr. Kutter  
**email:** kutter@math.fsu.edu

1. Today in lecture – cover section 4.2 and begin section 4.3

2. **Quiz in Recitation** (on sec. 3.1, 3.2, 3.8 and 4.1) on **Tues., Nov 6.**  
   Use “Practice for Recitation” to prepare.

3. **On-line Homework Quiz:**  
   **HWQuiz 15 - required** - 2 attempts allowed; due midnight Sun. 11/11  
   **BQ7 - optional** Take to help boost your quiz average. **Two** graded attempts allowed. Must be completed by midnight Fri., Nov. 9.

4. **Final Exam Registration has begun.**  
   Use the links on the MAC1105 homepage or the buttons on the menu of our Blackboard class.  
   For information:  **Exam Registration Info**  
   To register:  **Exam Registration**  
   Link for the University Exam Schedule:  
   http://registrar.fsu.edu/dir_class/fall/exam_schedule.htm  
   Remember that the Final Exam is cumulative and counts 30 - 50% of your course grade (depending on your exam grade – see syllabus.)  
   **You should register early and carefully. After you register, make a note of the time, day and location of your exam.**

5. **The Final Exam will contain approximately 37-38 problems. A practice quiz which contains the topics from Units 1 and 2 which might be on the Final Exam is available.**

6. **Upcoming dates: Thanksgiving Week**  
   Monday, Nov. 19 - Double PRS points in lecture  
   Tuesday, Nov. 20 – Quiz in Recitation class  
   **Wednesday, Nov. 21 - Lecture class is cancelled**  
   Thursday and Friday, Nov. 22-23 – school holiday – no classes  
   Monday, Nov. 26 - Double PRS points in lecture  
   **Tuesday, Nov. 27 - Test 3 in Recitation class**

---

**The Help Center is open - in 110 MCH, M-R 2:00 – 7:00 PM.**

**My Office Hours:**  
**MW 9:15 – 11:15am, T 1 – 2pm, F 9:15 -10:15am**

*I am usually available in my office on Friday at 2:30 pm for extra help,*
but I will no longer be holding an official “homework problem session”.

Announcements:            MAC 1105            Wednesday, Oct. 31
Instructor: Dr. Kutter    email: kutter@math.fsu.edu
1. Today in lecture – cover section 4.1 and begin section 4.2

2. Quiz in Recitation (on sec. 3.1,3.2,3.8 and 4.1) on Tues., Nov 6.
   Use “Practice for Recitation” to prepare.

3. On-line Homework Quiz:
   HWQuiz 14- required two attempts allowed; due midnight Sun. 11/4
   BQ6 - optional Take to help boost your quiz average. Two graded
   attempts allowed. Must be completed by midnight Fri., Nov. 2.

4. Final Exam Registration has begun.
   Use the links on the MAC1105 homepage or the buttons on the menu
   of our Blackboard class.
   For information: Exam Registration Info
   To register: Exam Registration
   Link for the University Exam Schedule:
       http://registrar.fsu.edu/dir_class/fall/exam_schedule.htm
   Remember that the Final Exam is cumulative and counts 30 - 50 % of
   your course grade (depending on your exam grade – see syllabus.)

   You should register early and carefully. After you register,
   make a note of the time, day and location of your exam.

5. Upcoming dates: Thanksgiving Week
   Monday, Nov. 19 - Double PRS points in lecture
   Tuesday, Nov. 20 – Quiz in Recitation class
   Wednesday, Nov. 21 - Lecture class is cancelled
   Thursday and Friday, Nov. 22-23 – school holiday – no classes
   Monday, Nov. 26 - Double PRS points in lecture
   Tuesday, Nov. 27 - Test 3 in Recitation class

The Help Center is open - in 110 MCH, M-R 2:00 – 7:00 PM.

My Office Hours: MW 9:15 – 11:15am, T 1 – 2pm, F 9:15 -10:15am
My office hour this Friday (Nov. 2 only) is changed to: 1 – 2 pm.
I am usually available in my office on Friday at 2:30 pm for extra help, but I will no longer be holding an official “homework problem session”.

Announcements:  MAC 1105  Monday, Oct. 29
Instructor:  Dr. Kutter  email:  kutter@math.fsu.edu

1. Today in lecture – cover section 3.8
2. **ReTest 2 will be given in recitation on Tuesday, October 30.** If you missed Test 2 on Oct. 23, you are required to take ReTest 2. If you missed Test 2 for a reason which is documented and excused, your Test 2 grade will be your ReTest 2 grade. Otherwise, a penalty of up to 20% will be subtracted from your ReTest 2 grade. **If you take the Retest and improve your grade**, your grade for Test 2 will become the average of the two grades. **If you take the Retest and do worse than on Oct. 23**, your grade for Test 2 will be your first grade. So you cannot lower your score for Test 2 by taking the Retest. **If you are happy with your grade on Test 2, you do not need to come to recitation on October 30.** ReTest 2 will contain the same topics as Test 2. **Use the on-line practice to prepare for the retest.**

3. **On-line Homework Quiz:**

   **HWQuiz 14- required** two attempts allowed; due midnight Sun. 11/ 4

   **BQ6 - optional** Take to help boost your quiz average. Two graded attempts allowed. Must be completed by midnight Fri., Nov. 2.

4. **Final Exam Registration** for your MAC1105 exam will begin at 7 am on Wednesday, October 31. See the button on our blackboard class: **Final Exam Info** You will need to know when your other final exams are being given so that you can choose a time which does not conflict. To determine the date and time of your other exams you may use: the link for the University Exam Schedule: http://registrar.fsu.edu/dir_class/fall/exam_schedule.htm

The Help Center is open - in 110 MCH,  **M-R 2:00 – 7:00 PM.**

**My Office Hours:**  MW 9:15 – 11:15am, T 1 – 2pm, F 9:15 -10:15am
I am usually available in my office on Friday at 2:30 pm for extra help, but I will no longer be holding an official “homework problem session”.

Announcements:  MAC 1105  Wednesday, Oct. 24
Instructor:  Dr. Kutter  email: kutter@math.fsu.edu
1.  Today in lecture – cover sections 3.1 and 3.2  - Double PRS pts
2.  ReTest 2 will be given in recitation on Tuesday, October 30.  If you missed Test 2 on Oct. 23, you are required to take ReTest 2.  If you missed Test 2 for a reason which is documented and excused, your Test 2 grade will be your ReTest 2 grade.  Otherwise, a penalty of up to 20% will be subtracted from your ReTest 2 grade.

If you take the Retest and improve your grade, your grade for Test 2 will become the average of the two grades.
If you take the Retest and do worse than on Oct. 23, your grade for Test 2 will be your first grade.  So you cannot lower your score for Test 2 by taking the Retest.
If you are happy with your grade on Test 2, you do not need to come to recitation on October 30.
ReTest 2 will contain the same topics as Test 2.
   Use the on-line practice and HQ13 to prepare for the retest.

3. On-line Homework Quiz:
HQ13 - most missed topics
This homework quiz contains the 10 most-missed topics from Test 2.  It is required for all students whose first attempt on Test 2 is less than 80%.  For students with first attempts of 80% or better, I will match this grade on HQ13; you may still take HQ13 if you want to improve your quiz grade.  THREE graded attempts are allowed.  This quiz must be completed and graded by midnight on Sunday, Oct. 28.
BQ5 - optional  Take to help boost your quiz average.  Two graded attempts allowed.  Must be completed by midnight Fri., Oct. 26.

4. The “check grades” site has been updated.
5. Final Exam Registration for your MAC1105 exam will begin at 7 am on Wednesday, October 31.
See the button on our blackboard class: Final Exam Info
You will need to know when your other final exams are being given so that you can choose a time which does not conflict.
To determine the date and time of your other exams you may use:
the link for the University Exam Schedule:
http://registrar.fsu.edu/dir_class/fall/exam_schedule.htm

Announcements:  MAC 1105  Monday, Oct. 22  
Instructor:  Dr. Kutter  email: kutter@math.fsu.edu

PRS Channel today is:

1. Today in lecture – Review for Test 2  
   Wednesday - Double PRS points in lecture

2. On-line Required Quiz – THREE graded attempts allowed:
   HW Quiz 12 (Required - Practice for Test 2 – part 3) contains 11 topics; due midnight Mon. Oct. 22.

3. Test 2 will be given in recitation class on Tuesday, Oct. 23.  
   Use the homework quizzes and “Practice for Test 2” to prepare.  
   Test 2 will contain 27 of the 36 topics on this practice test.  
   Be on time or early to recitation – Test 2 will start immediately at the beginning of the recitation class period.  
   Bring your FSU ID card and sharpened pencils.  
   Print off some of the problems from the on-line practice so that you will be able to study even if you experience last minute difficulty accessing the on-line practice site.  (See the syllabus for more details.)

4. Final Exam Registration for your MAC1105 exam will begin at 7 am on Wednesday, October 31.  
   See the button on our blackboard class: Final Exam Info  
   You will need to know when your other final exams are being given so that you can choose a time which does not conflict.  
   To determine the date and time of your other exams, use:  
   1) the student syllabus given by your instructor for the class  
   2) the link for the University Exam Schedule:  
      http://registrar.fsu.edu/dir_class/fall/exam_schedule.htm
The Help Center is open - in 110 MCH, **M-R 2:00 – 7:00 PM.**

**Homework Problem Session:**  Friday at 2:20pm in 101 CAR.

**My Office Hours:**  MW 9:15 – 11:15am, T 1 – 2pm, F 9:15 -10:15am

**Announcements:**  MAC 1105 Wednesday, Oct. 17

**Instructor:**  Dr. Kutter  email: kutter@math.fsu.edu

**PRS Channel today is:**

1. **Today in lecture – finish sec. 2.6.**  – double PRS points today

2. **On-line Required Quizzes – THREE graded attempts allowed**
   – use to prepare for Test 2:

   **HW Quiz 10** (Required – Practice for Test 2 – part 1) contains 12 topics; due **midnight Fri. Oct. 19**

   **HW Quiz 11** (Required - Practice for Test 2 – part 2) contains 12 topics; due **midnight Sun. Oct. 21**

   **HW Quiz 12** (Required - Practice for Test 2 – part 3) contains 11 topics; due **midnight Mon. Oct. 22.**

3. **Test 2** will be given in recitation class on **Tuesday, Oct. 23.**
   Use the homework quizzes and “**Practice for Test 2**” to prepare.
   Test 2 will contain **27** of the 36 topics on this practice test.

4. **Final Exam Registration** for your MAC1105 exam will begin at **7 am on Wednesday, October 31.**

See the button on our blackboard class:  **Final Exam Info**

*You will need to know when your other final exams are being given so that you can choose a time which does not conflict.*

To determine the date and time of your other exams, use:
1) the student syllabus given by your instructor for the class
2) the link for the University Exam Schedule:

   [http://registrar.fsu.edu/dir_class/fall/exam_schedule.htm](http://registrar.fsu.edu/dir_class/fall/exam_schedule.htm)
The Help Center is open - in 110 MCH, M-R 2:00 – 7:00 PM.

**Homework Problem Session:** Friday at 2:20pm in 101 CAR.

**My Office Hours:** MW 9:15 – 11:15am, T 1 – 2pm, F 9:15 -10:15am

**Announcements:**

MAC 1105 Monday, Oct. 15

**Instructor:** Dr. Kutter  **email:** kutter@math.fsu.edu

**PRS Channel today is:**

1. Today in lecture – cover sec. 2.5 and (perhaps begin) sec. 2.6.

On Wed., Oct. 17 – **double PRS points in lecture class**

2. **Quiz in Recitation** (on sec. 2.3 - 2.4) on **Tuesday, Oct. 16**.
   A “Practice for Recitation” is available.

3. **On-line Required Quizzes – THREE graded attempts allowed – use to prepare for Test 2:**
   **HW Quiz 10** (Required – Practice for Test 2 – part 1) contains 12 topics; due **midnight Fri. Oct. 19**
   **HW Quiz 11** (Required - Practice for Test 2 – part 2) contains 12 topics; due **midnight Sun. Oct. 21**
   **HW Quiz 12** (Required - Practice for Test 2 – part 3) contains 11 topics; due **midnight Mon. Oct. 22**.

4. **Test 2** will be given in recitation class on **Tuesday, Oct. 23**.
   Use the homework quizzes and “Practice for Test 2” to prepare.
   Test 2 will contain 27 of the 36 topics on this practice test.

5. You may access your graded homework quizzes by clicking “My Results” on the eGrade homepage and logging in.

**To ask questions:**

The Help Center is open - in 110 MCH, M-R 2:00 – 7:00 PM.
Homework Problem Session:  Friday at 2:20pm in 101 CAR.

My Office Hours:  MW 9:15 – 11:15am, T 1 – 2pm, F 9:15 -10:15am

Announcements:  MAC 1105  Wednesday, Oct. 10.
Instructor:  Dr. Kutter  email: kutter@math.fsu.edu

PRS Channel today is:

1. Today in lecture – cover sec. 2.4.

2. Quiz in Recitation (on sec. 2.3 - 2.4) on Tuesday, Oct. 16.
   A “Practice for Recitation” will be available after class today.

3. On-line graded Quizzes:
   HWQuiz 9-required contains questions from sec. 2.3; two attempts allowed; due midnight Sun. 10/14.
   BQ4 - optional  Take this quiz to help boost your quiz average.  Two graded attempts allowed.  due by midnight Thurs., Oct. 11.

4. The “check grades” site has been updated.

5. Upcoming dates:

Test 2 covering sections 2.1,2.3-2.6 will be given in recitation on Tuesday, Oct. 23.
   A “Practice for Test 2” will be available next week.

To ask questions:
The Help Center is open - in 110 MCH,  M-R 2:00 – 7:00 PM.

Homework Problem Session:  Friday at 2:20pm in 101 CAR.

My Office Hours:  MW 9:15 – 11:15am, T 1 – 2pm, F 9:15 -10:15am
Announcements:    MAC 1105    Monday, Oct. 8
Instructor:    Dr. Kutter    email: kutter@math.fsu.edu

1. Today in lecture – finish section 2.3 and begin sec. 2.4.

2. **Quiz in Recitation** (on sec. 2.1 and 2.3) on **Tuesday, Oct. 9**.
   Use “**Practice for Recitation**” to prepare.

3. **On-line graded Quizzes:**
   **HWQuiz 8 - required** two attempts allowed; due **midnight Mon. 10/8**
   **HWQuiz 9-required** contains questions from sec. 2.3; two attempts allowed; due **midnight Sun. 10/14**.

   **BQ4 - optional** Take this quiz to help boost your quiz average.
   Two graded attempts allowed. Due by **midnight Thurs., Oct. 11**.

4. **New Attendance Sheet** – If you are an athlete, or if you forgot your PRS transmitter but want a record which verifies your attendance today, please sign the purple clipboard at the front of the lecture hall.

5. The “**check grades**” was updated on Oct. 2 (after the ReTest). You will notice a small “curve” on the recorded test grade – use the formula:
   \[
   grade = 100 - 4.25 \times (number \ wrong)
   \]
   It is unlikely that a curve will be used on remaining tests this semester.

6. **Upcoming dates: Thanksgiving Week**
   - **Monday, Nov. 19** - Double PRS points in lecture
   - **Tuesday, Nov. 20** – Quiz in Recitation class
   - **Wednesday, Nov. 21** - Lecture class is cancelled
   - **Thursday and Friday, Nov. 22-23** – school holiday – no classes
   - **Monday, Nov. 26** - Double PRS points in lecture
Tuesday, Nov. 27 - Test 3 in Recitation class

To ask questions:
The Help Center is open - in 110 MCH, M-R 2:00 – 7:00 PM.

Homework Problem Session:  Friday at 2:20pm in 101 CAR.

My Office Hours:  MW 9:15 – 11:15am, T 1 – 2pm, F 9:15 -10:15am

Announcements:  MAC 1105  Wednesday, Oct. 3

Instructor:  Dr. Kutter  email: kutter@math.fsu.edu

1.  Today in lecture – continue section 2.3.

2.  **Quiz in Recitation** (on sec. 2.1 and 2.3) on **Tuesday, Oct. 9**.
   Use “**Practice for Recitation**” to prepare.

3.  **On-line graded Quizzes:**
   **HWQuiz 8 - required** two attempts allowed; due **midnight Mon. 10/8**
   **BQ3 - optional**
   Take this quiz to help boost your quiz average.  **Two** graded attempts allowed.  Must be completed by **midnight Fri., Oct. 5**.

4.  The **check grades** site will be updated soon.
   You will notice a small “curve” on the recorded test grade – use the formula:
   \[
   \text{grade} = 100 - 4.25 \times (\text{number wrong})
   \]
   It is unlikely that a curve will be used on remaining tests this semester.

5.  **Upcoming dates:** Thanksgiving Week
   - **Recitation class** will be held on **Tuesday, Nov. 20**.
   - **Lecture class** will be cancelled on **Wednesday, Nov. 21**.
   - **Test 3** will be given on **Tuesday, Nov. 27**.

   **To ask questions:**

   The Help Center is open - in 110 MCH, M-R 2:00 – 7:00 PM.
Homework Problem Session:  Friday at 2:20pm in 101 CAR.

My Office Hours:  MW 9:15 – 11:15am, T 1 – 2pm, F 9:15 -10:15am
or by appointment

Announcements:  MAC 1105   Monday, Oct. 1
Instructor:  Dr. Kutter   email: kutter@math.fsu.edu

1.  Today in lecture – finish section 2.1 and begin sec. 2.3.

2.  **ReTest 1 will be given in recitation on tomorrow, October 2.**
If you missed Test 1 on Sept. 25, you are required to take **ReTest 1.**  If you missed Test 1 for a reason which is documented and excused, your Test 1 grade will be your ReTest 1 grade. Otherwise, a penalty of up to 20% will be subtracted from your ReTest 1 grade.

**If you take the Retest and improve your grade,** your grade for Test 1 will become the average of the two grades.  If you take the Retest and do worse than on Sept. 25, your grade for Test 1 will be your first grade. **So you cannot lower your score for Test 1 by taking the Retest.**  **If you are happy with your grade on Test 1, you do not need to come to recitation on October 2.**  **ReTest 1 will contain the same topics as Test 1.**

   Use the on-line practice and HQ7 to prepare for the retest.

3. **On-line graded Quizzes:**
   **HQ7 - most missed topics** contains the 10 most-missed topics from Test 1. It is required for all students whose first attempt on Test 1 is less than 80%. For students with first attempts of 80% or better, I will match this grade on HQ7; you may still take HQ7 if you want to improve your quiz grade. **THREE graded attempts are allowed.**  **This quiz must be completed and graded by midnight on Monday, Oct. 1.**

   **HWQuiz 8 - required** two attempts allowed; due midnight Mon. 10/ 8

   **BQ3 - optional**  
   Take this quiz to help boost your quiz average. **Two graded attempts**
allowed. Must be completed by **midnight Fri., Oct. 5.**

**To ask questions:**
The **Help Center** is open - in **110 MCH**, **M-R 2:00 – 7:00 PM.**

**Homework Problem Session:**  **Friday at 2:20pm in 101 CAR.**

**My Office Hours:**  **MW 9:15 – 11:15am, T 1 – 2pm, F 9:15 -10:15am**

**Announcements:**  **MAC 1105 Wednesday, September 26**

**Instructor:**  **Dr. Kutter**  **email: kutter@math.fsu.edu**

1. **Today in lecture** – begin section 2.1 - **Double PRS points**

2. **ReTest 1 will be given in recitation on Tuesday, October 2.**
   **If you missed Test 1 on Sept. 25, you are required to take ReTest 1.** If you missed Test 1 for a reason which is documented and excused, your Test 1 grade will be your ReTest 1 grade. Otherwise, a penalty of up to 20% will be subtracted from your ReTest 1 grade.

   **If you take the Retest and improve your grade,** your grade for Test 1 will become the average of the two grades.

   If you take the Retest and do worse than on Sept. 25, your grade for Test 1 will be your first grade. So **you cannot lower your score for Test 1 by taking the Retest.**

   **If you are happy with your grade on Test 1, you do not need to come to recitation on October 2.**

   **ReTest 1 will contain the same topics as Test 1.**

   **Use the on-line practice and HQ7 to prepare for the retest.**

3. **On-line Homework Quiz:**

   **HQ7 - most missed topics**
   This homework quiz contains the 10 most-missed topics from Test 1. It is required for all students whose first attempt on Test 1 is less than 80%. For students with first attempts of 80% or better, I will match this grade on HQ7; you may still take **HQ7** if you want to improve your
quiz grade. THREE graded attempts are allowed. This quiz must be completed and graded by midnight on Monday, Oct. 1.

**BQ2 - optional**
Take this quiz to help boost your quiz average. Two graded attempts allowed. Must be completed by midnight Sun., Sept. 30.

**Policy on Required Homework Quizzes –**
Homework quizzes are announced in lecture class including number of graded attempts allowed and due date. These announcements can be checked from home at the URL:
http://www.math.fsu.edu/~kutter/announce1105.pdf
(You may want to bookmark this address.)

In addition, the number of attempts allowed and due date is stated on the top of the page of each homework quiz.

Since homework quizzes are assigned over a period of time, no make-up quizzes are given. You should not wait until the last minute to take a homework quiz. You should allow time to take the quiz on campus. Extensions will not be given because of problems with network connections at home or problems with AOL.

**Homework Quiz Amnesty** – The homework quizzes from Unit 1 will be available to retake until midnight on Sunday, Sept. 30. ONE graded attempt allowed each day. This is a one-time offer which will not be repeated on future homework quizzes and includes HW Quiz 1, HW Quiz 2, HW Quiz 3, HW Quiz 4, HW Quiz 5 and HW Quiz 6.

4. You may access your graded homework quizzes by clicking “My Results” on the eGrade homepage and logging in.

5. The “check grades” site has been updated.

To ask questions:
The Help Center is open - in 110 MCH, M-R 2:00 – 7:00 PM.
Change in Friday Office Hour (in 115C MCH - this week only):
1 – 2 pm

Homework Problem Session:  Friday at 2:20pm in 101 CAR.

Or bring questions (in written form) to lecture class, where I will answer them as time permits.

Announcements:  MAC 1105 Monday, September 24
Instructor:  Dr. Kutter  email: kutter@math.fsu.edu

1. Today in lecture - Review for Test 1

Wednesday – Double PRS points day

2. On-line Required Quizzes – THREE graded attempts allowed:
HW Quiz 6 (Required - Practice for Test 1 – part 3) contains 13 topics from sec. 1.2, 1.6 and 1.7; due midnight Mon. Sept. 24

3. Test 1 will be given in recitation class on Tuesday, Sept. 25. Use the homework quizzes and “Practice for Test 1” to prepare. Test 1 will contain 20 of the 37 topics on this practice test.

Be on time or early to recitation – Test 1 will start immediately at the beginning of the recitation class period.
Bring your FSU ID card and sharpened pencils.

Print off some of the problems from the on-line practice so that you will be able to study even if you experience last minute difficulty accessing the on-line practice site. (See the syllabus for more details.)

4. You may access your graded homework quizzes by clicking “My Results” on the eGrade homepage and logging in.

To ask questions:
The Help Center is open - in 110 MCH, M-R 2:00 – 7:00 PM.
My Office Hours: MW 9:15 – 11:15am, R 1 – 2pm, F 9:15 -10:15am

Homework Problem Session: Friday at 2:20pm in 101 CAR.

Or bring questions (in written form) to lecture class, where I will answer them as time permits.

Announcements: MAC 1105 Wednesday, September 19
Instructor: Dr. Kutter email: kutter@math.fsu.edu

1. Today in lecture - finish section 1.6 and cover section 1.7

Monday – Review for Test 1

Wednesday – Double PRS points day

2. On-line Required Quizzes – THREE graded attempts allowed – use to prepare for Test 1:
HW Quiz 4 (Required – Practice for Test 1 – part 1) contains 13 topics from sec. A5 and A6; due midnight Fri. Sept. 21
HW Quiz 5 (Required - Practice for Test 1 – part 2) contains 11 topics from sec. CN and 1.1; due midnight Sun. Sept. 23
HW Quiz 6 (Required - Practice for Test 1 – part 3) contains 13 topics from sec. 1.2, 1.6 and 1.7; due midnight Mon. Sept. 24

3. Test 1 will be given in recitation class on Tuesday, Sept. 25. Use the homework quizzes and “Practice for Test 1” to prepare. Test 1 will contain 20 of the 37 topics on this practice test.

4. You may access your graded homework quizzes by clicking “My Results” on the eGrade homepage and logging in.

To ask questions:

The Help Center is open - in 110 MCH, M-R 2:00 – 7:00 PM.
My Office Hours: MW 9:15 – 11:15am, T 1 – 2pm, F 9:15 -10:15am

Homework Problem Session: each Friday at 2:20pm in 101 CAR.

Announcements: MAC 1105 Monday, September 17
Instructor: Dr. Kutter email: kutter@math.fsu.edu

1. Today in lecture, we will finish section 1.2 and possibly begin section 1.6 in the text. In the future we will have “double PRS points” days when you will be able to compensate for missed PRS points due to excused absences, dead batteries, etc..
   Please inform me of any changes to your PRS transmitter (late registration, lost transmitter, etc.)

2. On-line Graded Quizzes due by midnight tonight, Sept. 17:
   HW Quiz 2 (Required - from sec. A5 and A6) deadline was extended
   HW Quiz 3 (Required - from sec. A6 and CN) – two attempts allowed

New On-line Required Quizzes – THREE graded attempts allowed – use to prepare for Test 1:
   HW Quiz 4 (Required – Practice for Test 1 – part 1) contains 13 topics from sec. A5 and A6; due midnight Fri. Sept. 21
   HW Quiz 5 (Required – Practice for Test 1 – part 2) contains 11 topics from sec. CN and 1.1; due midnight Sun. Sept. 23
   HW Quiz 6 (Required – Practice for Test 1 – part 3) contains 13 topics from sec. 1.2, 1.6 and 1.7; due midnight Mon. Sept. 24

3. Quiz in Recitation (on sec. CN, 1.1 and 1.2) Tuesday, Sept. 18.
   Use “Practice for Recitation” to prepare. Bring scrap paper, sharpened pencils and your FSU ID card to recitation class.

4. The Help Center is now open - in 110 MCH, M-R 2:00 – 7:00 PM.

5. My Office Hours:MW 9:15 – 11:15am, T 1 – 2pm, F 9:15 -10:15am
6. Upcoming dates:
   **Test 1 will be given in recitation on Tues., Sept. 25**

7. I have posted your grades on-line. Go the the “check grades” link on the class homepage or the “Check your Grades” button on the blackboard class menu. Follow the instructions (using the last SIX digits of your SS number).

Announcements: MAC 1105 Wednesday, September 12
Instructor: Dr. Kutter  email: kutter@math.fsu.edu

1. Today in lecture, we will finish section CN (Course Notes), cover section 1.1 and possibly begin section 1.2 in the text.  
   **Bring your PRS transmitter with you to lecture class every day.**  
   Please inform me of any changes to your PRS transmitter (late registration, lost transmitter, etc.)

2. On-line Graded Quizzes: 
   **HW Quiz 3 (Required - from sec. A6 and CN)** due midnight Mon. Sept. 17  
   **BQ1 (optional – use to accumulate bonus points)** due midnight Fri., Sept. 14  
   Quizzes may be taken in practice mode as many times as you like.  
   **TWO graded attempts** are allowed as long as completed by the deadline. Only the high score counts.

3. **Quiz in Recitation** (on sec. CN, 1.1 and 1.2) **Tuesday, Sept. 18.**  
   An on-line “Practice for Recitation” will be available soon.  
   **Recitation quizzes can be taken only one time during recitation.**  
   No makeup’s, and no dropped recitation quiz grades.  
   Bring scrap paper, sharpened pencils and your **FSU ID card** to recitation class.

4. The **Help Center** is now open - in 110 MCH,  **M-R 2:00 – 7:00 PM.**

5. My Office Hours:MW 9:15 – 11:15am,T 1 – 2pm, F 9:15 -10:15am

6. Upcoming dates:
Test 1 will be given in recitation on Tues., Sept. 25

7. I have posted your grades on-line. Go the the “check grades” link on the class homepage or the “Check your Grades” button on the blackboard class menu. Follow the instructions (using the last SIX digits of your SS number).

Announcements: MAC 1105 Monday, September 10
Instructor: Dr. Kutter email: kutter@math.fsu.edu

1. Today in lecture, we will cover section CN (Course Notes.) Use examples from today’s lecture to work online eGrade problems from these sections. Bring your PRS transmitter with you to lecture class every day.

2. On-line Graded Quizzes:
   - **HW Quiz 1 - orientation (Required)** - contains questions whose CAREFUL reading will provide important information about eGrade) deadline extended until midnight Monday, Sept. 10
   - **HW Quiz 2 (Required - from sec. A5 and A6)** due midnight Mon. Sept. 10
   - **BQ1 (optional – use to accumulate bonus points)** due midnight Fri., Sept. 14

   Quizzes taken outside of recitation (homework and bonus quizzes) may be taken in practice mode as many times as you like. TWO graded attempts are allowed as long as completed by the deadline. Only the high score counts.

3. Quiz in Recitation (on sec. A5, A6 and CN) Tuesday, Sept. 11.
   - Use the on-line “Practice for Recitation” to prepare.
   - Recitation quizzes can be taken only one time during recitation.
   - No makeup's, and no dropped recitation quiz grades.

   Bring scrap paper, sharpened pencils and
your **FSU ID card** to recitation class.

4. The **Help Center** is now open - in **110 MCH, M-R 2:00 – 7:00 PM**.

5. My Office Hours:
   - MW 9:15 – 11:15am, T 1 – 2pm, F 9:15 -10:15am

**Announcements:** **MAC 1105**  **Wednesday, September 5**
**Instructor:**  **Dr. Kutter**  **email:** kutter@math.fsu.edu

1. Today in lecture, we will cover section A6 and begin section CN (Course Notes.)  Use examples from today’s lecture to work online eGrade problems from these sections. **Bring your PRS transmitter with you to lecture class every day.**

2. **On-line Graded Quizzes:**
   - **HW Quiz 1 - orientation** (contains questions whose CAREFUL reading will provide important information about eGrade) deadline extended until **midnight Monday, Sept. 10**
   - **HW Quiz 2** (from sec. A5 and A6) **due midnight Mon. Sept. 10**

   Homework quizzes may be taken in **practice mode** as many times as you like.
   - TWO graded attempts are allowed as long as completed by the deadline. Only the **high score counts**.

3. **Quiz in Recitation** (on sec. A5, A6 and CN) **Tuesday, Sept. 11.**
   - Use the on-line **“Practice for Recitation”** to prepare.
   - **Recitation quizzes can be taken only one time during recitation.**
     - No makeup's, and no dropped recitation quiz grades.
     - Bring scrap paper, sharpened pencils and your **FSU ID card** to recitation class.

4. The **Help Center** is now open - in **110 MCH, M-R 2:00 – 7:00 PM.**
5. My Office Hours:
   MW 9:15 – 11:15am, T 1 – 2pm, F 9:15 -10:15am

6. We will have a PRS “trial run” today.
   If your name does not appear on the PRS response map, your transmitter was not registered on Blackboard when I downloaded the class roster.

   If the box with your name does not change colors when you answer a question, check to be sure you have:
   “joined the class session” and **properly entered your FSU ID into your transmitter.**

   If your transmitter goes into battery saving “sleep” mode during class, press any button to “wake it up”. Do not turn your transmitter off and then on, since you would need to join the class again.

   *Points accumulated on PRS quizzes are “Bonus Points” which will be used at the end of the semester to “boost” your quiz average.*

   Please make sure to correct any errors in PRS registration, and **bring your transmitter to lecture class every day.**

7. There are two “sister” eGrades sites – one is called “Russell” which contains your homework quizzes and is **accessible from home;** one is called “Noether” which contains your recitation quizzes and tests and is **accessible in recitation class.**

   You may access graded homework quizzes from home by clicking “My Results” on the eGrade (Russell) homepage and logging in. You will not be able to access homework quizzes while in recitation class.

   You will take recitation quizzes on the Noether eGrade site which is accessible inside recitation class only. You will not be able to access recitation quizzes from home – make a note of your grade. (I will be
posting recitation quiz grades at the “check grades” site soon.)

8. Upcoming dates: Thanksgiving Week
   Recitation class will be held on Tuesday, Nov. 20.
   Lecture class will be cancelled on Wednesday, Nov. 21.
   Test 3 will be given on Tuesday, Nov. 27.

Announcements: MAC 1105 Wednesday, August 29
Instructor: Dr. Kutter email: kutter@math.fsu.edu

1. Today in lecture, we will finish section A5 and begin section A6.

2. Beginning Friday afternoon, you will be able to take HW Quiz 1 - orientation for a grade. Follow the instructions to Login. (Your Login Name is (up to) the first five letters of your last name followed by the last 4 digits of your Social Security number. Your password is your SS number with no dashes or spaces.) When your quiz is graded, your grade will be recorded under your user record. Homework quizzes may be taken 2 times as long as they are completed and graded before the deadline. Only the high score counts.
   The deadline for: HW Quiz 1-orientation is noon Fri., Sept. 7. This homework quiz is a required quiz.
   Special Note: This orientation quiz contains a question which is intentionally graded incorrectly. Grade a practice quiz before taking the quiz in graded mode to learn the answer which will receive credit.

3. You will take your first Recitation Quiz on Tues., Sept. 4. Use the on-line “Practice for Recitation” to prepare. Recitation quizzes can be taken only one time during recitation. No makeup's, and no dropped recitation quiz
IMPORTANT: Check your class schedule for conflicts with your recitation class. You must attend the recitation section for which you are registered.

You may change sections only during DROP/ADD.

4. **By September 5 (next Wednesday):** Purchase and register a PRS (Personal Response System) transmitter. Click the Blackboard Button “PRS Information” and follow the instructions carefully. If you are using a new RF transmitter, you must 1) Find your transmistters radio ID, 2)Register your transmitter’s ID on Blackboard and 3) program your FSU ID (the name you use to log in to Blackboard) into your transmitter. All three of these must be completed correctly to receive PRS credit.

5. You will need acrobat reader on your computer to download files for this course. Use the link on the 1105 Homepage to obtain a free copy.

6. If you continue to have problems accessing course materials (or for help with other computer-related problems), call the **Computer Help Desk (644-8502.)**

*The following student’s names were sent in as no-shows to be dropped:*

Christopher Allen    Thomas Tripoli    Vincent Zann
Vivian Graubard      Andrew Healey     Davia Knight
Federica Suess       Charlotte Merritt Carling Burdette
Please see me today or you may be dropped as not eligible: Sarah Ennis

Announcements: MAC 1105 Monday, August 27
Instructor: Dr. Kutter email: kutter@math.fsu.edu

1. If you come in late, be sure to get a course syllabus, additional information sheet and an eligibility form. Eligibility forms are used to determine first day attendance. If you do not fill out and return an eligibility form by the end of class today, you may be dropped as a no-show.
   ▪ If you are not currently registered for this class, you must use the on-line DROP/ADD to add it as seats become available. I cannot help you with this. I will be turning in names of no-shows and ineligible students to be dropped which will make seats available. Keep trying!
   ▪ Please do not turn in an eligibility form if you are not enrolled in this class.
   ▪ Eligibility for MAC 1105 is discussed on the homepage for MAC1105. There is a button on our blackboard class to access the MAC1105 home page.
   ▪ Text - MAC1105/1140 Precalculus Enhanced with Graphing Utilities by Sullivan and Sullivan. This is a custom text which is less expensive than the hard bound text used previously and comes packaged with a PRS rebate coupon.
   ▪ The syllabus contains the formulas which will be used for calculating your course grade and important makeup policies.

2. Your recitation class will meet tomorrow for attendance check and introduction only. Beginning next week, you can expect a quiz or test in recitation each Tuesday. All
recitation classes meet in either **104 or 105 HTL**.

**IMPORTANT:** Check your class schedule for conflicts with your recitation class.

**You must attend the recitation section for which you are registered.**

You may change sections only during DROP/ADD.

3. **Before next lecture class on Wednesday:**

   - If you have not already done so, log onto blackboard and access your MAC1105 class.
   - Click the “Homework” button on the course menu, the “Getting Started with eGrade” link.
   - Take the on-line “**Computer Orientation**” quiz. (No grade will be recorded at this time.)
   - Use examples from lecture to begin working the on-line eGrade “**Practice Last Lecture**” practice quiz. (No grade will be recorded at this time.)
   - Read your syllabus carefully. It contains a lot of information which is important to your success in this course.
   - Mark Test and ReTest dates on your calendar.

4. **Before lecture class on Wed., September 5:**

   - **Purchase and register** a PRS (Personal Response System) transmitter. See button on the blackboard class “PRS Information” and/or the link on my home page at [http://www.math.fsu.edu/~kutter](http://www.math.fsu.edu/~kutter) for more information about your transmitter.
   - If you purchase a new textbook, a PRS **rebate coupon** should be included in the shrink wrap.
   - I will use the PRS transmitters to take attendance and for
short “quizzes” to gage the need for further lecture examples before moving on to new material.

- See the back of the Additional Information sheet for information on how PRS points will be used.

**First Day of Class : Monday, August 27.**

**Mandatory First Day Attendance** -

Florida State has a mandatory first day attendance policy. Students who do not attend the first class meeting may be dropped by the department.

**Lecture Class Meets:**

MW from 3:35 – 4:50 pm in 101 CAR.

**Recitation Class meets** each Tuesday in either 104HTL or 105 HTL as determined by the section in which you are enrolled. Quizzes and unit tests are given in recitation class.

This site will be updated regularly to reflect announcements made in lecture class. However, students are still responsible for any additional announcements made in class.

These announcements will be updated regularly and may be accessed through Blackboard, the class home page, or directly at:

http://www.math.fsu.edu/~kutter/announce1105.pdf
Further information about MAC1105 may be found at the Blackboard site for this course (http://campus.fsu.edu).